S E N T RY S E C U R I TY S Y S T E M S , LLC

Our first guard dog had real teeth.
Since those startup days in 1973, Sentry Security Systems has evolved into a
multi-faceted security business, best known for our patented Electric Guard
Dog (U.S. Patent No. 4220949), developed by company founder Bill Mullis.
Electric Guard Dog quickly became our most popular product – the featured
element of Sentry’s industrial site security system that is safer, more economical, and far more effective than any other commercial or industrial perimeter
security measure. Today, thousands of Electric Guard Dogs are in operation
throughout the United States, including Hawaii and Alaska.
With its incomparable value and infinite adaptability, Electric Guard Dog has
been fitted for a wide range of commercial, industrial, and governmental customers, on all types of sites ranging from 400 square feet to 400 acres.
Here are some of the industries that have already embraced Sentry’s
Electric Guard Dog:
Auto Auction Sites
Auto Dealerships
Building Material Sites
Salvage Auctions

Distribution
Warehouses
Equipment Rental Yards
Municipalities
Metal Distributors

Material Recyclers
Infrastructure Sites
Cargo Ports
Trucking & Rail Centers
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”7,000 TEETH
AND NO
CONSCIENCE.”

SECURITY
WITH

TEETH

In today’s world, security
concerns never go away.
Nor does Electric
TM
Guard Dog .
Installed, monitored
and serviced by Sentry
Security Systems, LLC,
Electric Guard Dog is a
patented electric fencing
system installed for
Sentry’s industrial and
commercial customers.
Thousands of businesses
across the country protect
themselves, their assets,
and their livelihoods
with the Electric Guard Dog.

This unique security
system cannot be
distracted, disarmed,
corrupted or silenced by
scheming criminals.
We call it Security with Teeth –
“7,000 Volts and No
Conscience” – pulsating
electricity that is both safe and
dependable. In fact, the
Electric Guard Dog is the top
dog in all three of the most
important issues related to
industrial and commercial site
security — Cost, Safety and
Effectiveness.

We custom-fit our Electric Guard Dog to provide security to
accommodate your site and business operations. Sentry Security
Systems becomes your SECURITY PARTNER.
We own, service and repair the Electric Guard Dog system with our
nationwide service and installation crews. When armed, the system is
electronically monitored and will sound audible alarms if a zone is
breached. Our experienced staff teaches your employees how to physically monitor the fence and rectify breaches that may arise. We also
provide continuous training for optimal utilization of Electric Guard Dog
as well as other security issues pertinent to your business.
For example, our electronic monitoring generates daily activity, monthly
history, and other web-accessible reports. Cross-referencing those
reports with your employee access codes can provide valuable insight
into internal as well as external security concerns. Sentry’s seasoned
security personnel can help identify odd patterns and telltale signs of
fraudulent employee activity as well as security breaches.

The Value of Security
The value we offer is “peace of mind”, a priceless commodity. The value
people place on security is immeasurable in many ways – property is
frequently not the most valuable thing criminals steal.

Electric Guard Dog

TM

Protects…

PEOPLE
The threat of intruders burglarizing employees or inflicting personal injury is a serious concern for many businesses, particularly
those with nighttime or weekend employees.

PROPERTY
There is no limit to the type of property criminals are targeting
today, which means virtually all of your property (and your customer’s property) is at risk – as is your insurance rates and other
essential operationg costs.

PRODUCTION
Disruptions caused by break-ins can hamper or even halt a business’ productivity. Trickle-down disruptions to your customers
can be even more costly. Filing police reports and compiling
inventory loss reports are not the most productive way to spend
your Monday.

REPUTATION
Aside from their face value, property and productivity losses can
have a catastrophic impact on customer loyalty — undermining
years of hard-earned trust for dependable business services. You
are only as secure as your customers trust you to be.

How it Works
With 7,000 volts of pulsating electricity greeting intruders, Electric Guard
Dog is both safe and dependable. A person’s instinctive reaction is to jerk
away from 7,000 volts (far below international standards for safe electric
fencing). The reality is few criminals even get close enough to try out a
7,000 volt jolt. It is easier to steal from an unprotected neighbor.

Electric Fencing & Alarm

n Electric Guard Dog is a free-standing fence installed just inside
an existing fence or barrier. This ensures that persons merely
contacting the outer perimeter fence are not electrically shocked.
n When armed, any attempt to compromise the electric fence triggers
an audible alarm (and electronic alarm which is monitored).

Imposing Presence

n The Electric Guard Dog’s twenty strands of electric wire are
supported by a steel and fiberglass frame which typically extends
above the perimeter fence up to a height of 10 feet.
n Menacing multi-lingual WARNING! signage helps scare criminals
away to less-threatening targets.

Free Installation Quote
Don’t wait for your site to be the burglars’ next
target. You are at risk if you own property. Don’t let
a neighbor’s proactive protection send thieves to
your door. Electric Guard Dog is safer, more effective
and more economical than other perimeter security
measures.

Simply pick up the phone and call us to schedule
your free security inspection.

7,000 Volts of Self-Sustaining Power

n The 7,000-volt heart of Electric Guard Dog pulsates from a compact
“energizer” fueled by a 12-volt marine battery, which is continually
charged by a solar panel.
n The solar panel allows installation almost anywhere and prevents
daily energy costs.
n The Electric Guard Dog greets intruders with an extremely short but
intolerable 7,000-volt pulse every 1.3 seconds – long enough to jolt
a person off the fence but too short to be a medical threat.

Accountability

n The system is typically armed and disarmed via keypad – providing
personal accountability, incident tracking of authorized or
unauthorized activity.

Versatility

n Every Electric Guard Dog is custom-fitted per topographic and other
site-specific factors.
n Electric Guard Dog may be supplemented or adapted to a
variety of other security features.
n Entrance options include (but are not limited to) power gates,
pedestrian gates, magnetic truck gates, and wireless (RF) gates.
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